Safety isn’t just about meeting legislative requirements. It’s about preventing future incidents by acting on the data you collect and gaining insight into underlying trends. EHS data can be some of the most important to gather, interpret, and act on, but can be challenging to manage.

**CENTRALLY RECORD HEALTH AND SAFETY INCIDENTS AND MANAGE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS**

Safety isn’t just about meeting legislative requirements. It’s about preventing future incidents by acting on the data you collect and gaining insight into underlying trends. EHS data can be some of the most important to gather, interpret, and act on, but can be challenging to manage.

**OUR SOLUTION**

PURE™ Safety gives you a central location to consistently log your EHS incidents, assign corrective actions, analyze underlying causes, and report on incident rates. Our document management functionality will ensure all of your policy documents are centrally stored with a full history of downloads and updates so you can respond to audit requests easily. We help clients like Philips, Nestle and Centrica manage their EHS data and meet legislative requirements such as OSHA and RIDDOR.

**KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS**

- Simple online forms which help ensure incidents are logged consistently
- All information is stored in a single, secure and audit ready location
- Meet commitments around established standards (OSHA, RIDDOR) while also collecting information to report your company specific KPIs
- Corrective action requests ensures your business processes are improved and risks mitigated
- Support safety efforts with access to comprehensive suite of engaging EHS courses, supported by a learning management system to distribute and track training performance

[www.ulehssustainability.com](http://www.ulehssustainability.com)
A CLOSER LOOK AT PURE SAFETY

HOW DO I COLLECT THE INFORMATION?

All of your employees will be able to access intuitive forms through their web browsers from anywhere in your organization. This means you get reliable, consistent, and timely information stored in a central and secure location. From dates and locations to the people involved and the nature of the incident, your forms will be setup to meet legislative requirements alongside your company specific needs. EHS policies and procedures can be uploaded to a central document library where they are available to all employees.

Online forms can include:

- Data pickers
- Employee name ‘look-up’
- Document uploads
- Drop down options
- Editable help and guidance notes
- Text fields

HOW CAN I MANAGE AND RESPOND TO INCIDENTS?

Once an incident has been logged, notifications will be sent to the relevant people – you can define roles and assign people to different parts of the business. Incident data is then reviewed and corrective actions raised and assigned. Each user has a dashboard summarizing the corrective actions they are involved in so they can keep on top of their work. Folders can be assigned ‘owners’ and renewal dates to ensure information is kept up to date in a controlled manner.

WHAT REPORTING TOOLS WILL I GET?

- Browse views of your individual incidents with filters and search criteria
- Cause analysis reports with Excel exports
- Chart builder for summary reports
- Performance dashboards and PDF/Word report templates
CONTACT US TODAY

Learn more about how to develop a culture of health and safety in partnership with UL.

By phone: 1.888.202.3016
Via web: ULehssustainability.com